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Abstract

The enhancement of resonance molecular formation rates of [dty,d2e] and

[dd]i,d2e] by strong laser irradiation have been studied. The formation

rates decrease until the laser intensity reaches the order of 108 =• 109

W/cm2, and they increase substantially for the intensity range of 1010 W/cra2

" 1011 W/cra2. The [dtu,d2e] formation rate using the angular frequency

laser such as 11.4 x 10 rad/sec becomes 4 x 10 1/sec for the laser

intensity of 3 x 1010 W/cin2. Further increase of laser intensity reduces

the formation rate due to the mismatch of the resonance condition.

The formation rate is very sensitive to the frequency of the laser and

the formation rate of [ddu,d2e] becomes comparable with one of [dtu,d2e] for

the cases of w = 22.8 x 1013 rad/sec. For the case of dt initial molecule,

there is the possibility of enhancing the formation rate by exciting the

vibrational motion by laser field.
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Introduction

The number of fusions catalyzed by one rauon depends on the formation

rate of the muonic molecule. The fast resonance formation rate for the dtp

molacule due to shallow bind energy of (v=l, J=l) state produces more than

140 fusions per one muon for liquid hydrogen density dt mixture.v*»2,3)

The formation rate of the dtp molecule is very sensitive to the vibrational

and rotational level difference between [D2] and t(dtu)d2e] mole-

cules. (*>5) The density effect of the normalized reaction rate has been

studied by the resonance broadening due to collisional quenching.(6,7,8)

The resonance formation rate can be enhanced by using the strong laser

beam. In this paper, the formation rate under the high intensity laser

irradiation is calculated by using the Vinitskii's model™' and by treat-

ing the laser as the classical electric field.*"'

Applying the laser to the ty - dd (or dt) system, !:he kinetic part of

the Hamiltonian -^— Pj is replaced by -»— (pj + • A) , where A is the

vector potential corresponding to the laser field. The terms come from this
1 ei2

Hamiltonian —i— A can be neglected, because they change only the phase of
2m^ c

the wave function. By using the coordinate system as shown in Figure 1, the

interaction terms between laser the ty - dd system can be expressed as

e Pa PbCmg-m,,) Pc

A — - — (1)
c Lma rab mc

 J

In Eq. (1), Pa, Pb, and Pc are momenta associated with coordinates ra>

and rc with the following reduced masses:
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1

The first term of Eq. (1) is the interaction of the laser with the relative

motion of the yt atom and it can be neglected in our consideration. The exci-

tation energy of the muon in the yt atom is of the keV order and is very high

compared with the interaction energy for the laser field which is studied in
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this paper. Therefore, a motion of u is not affected by this interaction.

The serond term of Eq. (1) expresses the one for the relative motion of

third (d) and fourth (d or t) particles. When the fourth particle is

deuteron nuclei, this term vanishes. The third term expresses the interac-

tion for relative motion of the ty atom and dd (or dt) nuclei. This affects

the wave function of the translational motion of the D2 molecules. As

studied by Leon,'10) the initial wave function has the wave function

expressing the translational motion of dg nuclei relative to the ty atom.

From this wave function, he derived the effect of molecular rotation on the

molecular formation rates.

In the same way, we can derive the initial wave function which

expresses the translation motion under laser irradiation, but here only the

time dependent part of the initial wave function of relative motion (tu) -

(dd) system due to laser interaction is considered and the effect on the

molecular rotation is neglected to simplify the discussion. Thus the wave
r e Pc ,t ..

function of exh [i - — J_M A(t')dt'J is inserted into the initial wave

function used by the Vinisky et al. calculation. By using the vector field

of A(t) as AQ COS tot the wave function is expressed as

r e Pc A,, . „ ,e Pc AQ inoit
exh [i - — — sin cot] = I J (--l-2-)e (3)

c tn w n c m u

We get the formation rate as

.nip m m e
(

i 8TT ^ .nip ^ ,mn . , t o m ^ e
Xfsec-1] = 6 — - (N0a0

3) (_£) (-1) d 2 _ V
3 mu ma I f i l p

v v T 2 l rl j ) T ( e 18irel \ \7. i \
I I I - J du J [—T J — — u) y ( e o n , e T )
y n v i. _j ' n nu ^ md 2 '

where

ev ~ e
0
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In Eq. (4) I and to are, respectively, the laser intensity in units of (Watt/

cm2) and angular frequency in units of (rad/sec), and m^g is the mass of d2

nuclei. The other nomenclatures are the same as defined in Ref. (A).

When the laser field is applied to the tti-D2 (or dp-D2) mixture, the

resonance energy deficit of e ^ + Ev - Eg can be reduced to near zero by

multiphoton (n) deexcitation in order to get the high formation rate. The

factor of J 2 ( e I 1re°» u) in Eq. (4) determines the laser intensity
n hu) \ ny?

required to produce the n-th multiphoton deexcitation mode, and the factor

for n#0 is very small for the small argument value. Thus, for the small

laser intensity, only the n=0 component contributes to the formation.

Different from the enhancement of formation rates by three body interaction

or collislonal quenching, this laser enhancement can produce the energy

balance with a lower vibrational frequency of [dty,d2e] molecules than the

nonlaser formation. The integral of Iv with lower v is larger than the one

with higher v. Therefore, the formation rates increase substantially in the

laser intensities of the order of 1010 W/cm2 which creates the energy balance

with the low v vibration mode as shown in the figures 2 and 3.

Figures 2 and 3 show respectively the dtp and ddy formation rates as a

function of laser intensity for eT = 0.025 eV, and u = 7.6 x 10
3 rad/sec

22.8 x 1013 rad/sec. The parameters used in this calculation are taken from

Ref. (4), and the maximum number of Inj is taken as 10. Both dtp and ddy

formation rates do not change until the laser intensity I reaches 10^ W/cm2.

In the ranges of I = 10s » 108 (or 109) W/cm2, the only term of n»0 is appre-

ciable contribution and the formation rates decrease due to the fact

that the value of Jg(x) becomes smaller than |Jg(O) 2 in the range of

0<x<2. Increasing the intensity to the range of 109 W/cm2 - 1011 W/ctn2 the

formation rate increases substantially due to the contribution of low v

vibrational mode. For the (dtp) case, the rate becomes 4 x 1 0 ^ 1/sec for

I = 3 x 1010 W/cm2, and u - 11.4 x 1013 rad/sec and 19.0 x 1013 rad/sec. In

this study we did not search for the most effective frequency value (oi) which

can maximize the formation rates. The formation rate of (dtu) for both fre-

quency lasers of to = 7.6 x 1013 rad/sec and 11.4 x 1013 rad/sec are higher

than the (ddu) formation rate, so that the muon catalyzed fusion mostly
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occurs through (dty) formation. The wrong choice of frequency a) = 22.8 x

10 rad/sec gives a comparable rate of (ddy) molecular formation as the

(ddu) one. Further increases of laser intensity reduce the formation rate

because resonance matching does not occur by the large n valued multiphoton

process even for low r vibration mode.

So far, we have discussed the case of (dtu) formation rate through the

[dt(i,d2e) molecule. When this formation occurs through [dty,t2e] molecule

due to the nonzero interaction of the dt (fourth particle is triton)

relative coordinate r^ with laser, the vibrational mode of the initial dt

molecule can be excited by the laser from the ground state to the excited

(v1) states. Therefore, the integral of Iv used in Viniski's '^

is replaced by the integral

/ *V(P)*V'CP,A) -4 dp = Ivv. (A) (3)

and the value of IVV?(A) for some v'»v becomes larger than the value of

Iv, so that there is the possibility of increasing the formation rate

using dt molecules. The function of <j>v'(p,A) in Eq. (3) can be determined

by solving the Schrodinger equation of

lh i±(b)= [_L V2 + Tf(rb) + 2*0^21] ,(rb) (4)
3t 2 z

where U(rD) is a potential function for the dt molecule. This possibility

will be discussed in a future study.

In this paper, we treated the laser field as the classical field with a

single frequency, assuming that the laser is completely coherent. This is

too idealistic, and the real laser has some band width and the envelope

function of A depends on the position and time. Therefore, the formulation

requires more elaborate study, and some experimental analysis will be

required for studying the real effect of the laser on the formation rates.



Back decay (H) from the molecular formed state and the electron

screening effect which is neglected in this calculation should also be

studied. As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the laser intensity required to

enhance the formation rate is very high, but the energy required for this

formation is a product of intensity and the formation time (1/A). For the

case of to = 11.4 x 1013 rad/sec, intensity I = 3 x 1010 W/cm2, this energy

becomes on the order of 1 Joule/cm , which is not so large. Due to the very

high molecular formation rate, the mixture density can be reduced far below

from the liquid hydrogen density to low gas density, which is suitable for

the engineering design for energy production.(12,13,14,15)

Conclusion

This study shows that the high intensity laser of 1010 W/cm2 => 1011

W/cm2 with angular frequencies of 11.4 x 1013 rad/sec and 19.x 1013 rad/sec

can enhance the resonance formation rate of the dtu molecule from 10

rad/sec to 3 "4 x 1010 rad/sec which is a substantial increase. This is

very sensitive to the frequency of the laser and the most effective

frequency for getting the maximum molecular formation rate was not searched

in this paper. There is also the possibility of a way of enhancing the

formation rate for the initial (dt) molecule. In this paper, we study only

the positive effect of the laser irradiation, but the laser also enhances

the back decay, and the screening effect of the electrons in D2 and DT

molecules. These effects should be studied in future work.

For the study of muon catalyzed fusion physics, the sudden enhancement

of the (dtu) rate in the muon cycle by applying the strong laser can provide

useful information by taking the time correlation between the laser signal

and the other detector signal such as neutron or X-ray data. It is

worthwhile to pursue the study of using the laser field in the muon

catalyzed fusion process.(16)
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4(d or t)

Figure 1 Relative coordinate of [(pt)(dd)] ([(yt)(dt)])

system. [t = 1, v = 2, d = 3, d (or t) = 4 ] .
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Figure 2 Molecular formation rate of (dtp) as the
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Figure 3 Molecular formation rate of (ddp) as the function of

laser intensities .with the angular frequencies of u =

5.7 x 1013 rad/sec to 22.8 x 10 rad/sec.
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